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This splendid drawing of a kitchen interior, most likely drawn from life, was used by Cornelis
Dusart as a sours for a background motif of his painting A Mother and Child at the Window,
signed and dated 1690, in the Rijksmuseum.1 The subject matter of a humble sink and pump is
clearly Dusart’s own, although Isaak van Ostade made some drawings of related subjects, and
the influence of Adriaen van Ostade is also present.2
The technique in which the appealing drawing was executed clearly shows the work practice of
the artist. First, Dusart used black chalk to set up the composition, after which he further
elaborated it in pen and brown ink and reworked some areas in red chalk. Finally, he applied a
gray wash to add shades, depth and to accentuate the important elements. With these durable
techniques Dusart created a strong visual impression and made the drawing suitable to be kept
in portfolio for further use.
The motif of our drawing reoccurs in a second work by Dusart, a highly finished drawing
presumably executed shortly after the painting, as an artwork in its own right.3 Both times, in
the painting and drawing, Dusart slightly rearranged the elements and appearance of the
original study in order to fit the final composition.
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Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, inv. no. SK-A-688. The present drawing will be included in the forthcoming
catalogue raisonné of Cornelis Dusart’s drawings by Susan Anderson.
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For example, A.Courtyard with a Waterspout (Teylers Museum, inv. no. P 071), see: Bernard
Schnackenburg, Adriaen van Ostade, Isack van Ostade. Zéichnungen und Aquarelle, Hamburg 1981, cat.
no. 579.
3
Mother and Child seated in an Interior, signed and dated 1690, gray ink and wash over graphite on
parchment, private collection, The Netherlands (sold in London at Phillips on 5 December 1988, lot 155
with illustration). We’re grateful to Susan Anderson for pointing out the relationship between the two
drawings.

